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### Important Dates:

### Aims and Scope:

The 8th International Conference on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA 2010) is intended to bring together researchers and practitioners dealing with the development of DEA methodology and its hybrids as well as applications of DEA to performance management and measurement in both public and private sectors.

This conference invites active researchers and practitioners and especially encourages young scientists interested in using Data Envelopment Analysis. Performance management and measurement is the main theme of the conference. Applications may be in wide variety of contexts such as Agriculture, Banking, Benchmarking, Education, Environment, Economy, Government, Health, Insurance, Information Technology, Marketing, Operations, Public Policy, Human Resources, Manufacturing, Retail, Regulation, Services and Tourism. Theoretical themes may include (but not limited to) computational aspects, properties of new DEA models and hybrids, and methodological developments.

### Call for papers:
Researchers are invited to submit short papers not exceeding 6 double-spaced pages for the refereed conference proceedings. Please see the conference website for the format of the submission.

### Contact Information:

- Special inquiries: **DEA2010@aub.edu.lb**

### Publication:
Selected papers will be published in a post-conference issue of an international journal after an accelerated comprehensive peer review.